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Abstract

Cloud computing paradigm is enabling disruptive and innovative services by allowing enterprises to lease computing by using network, storage and host from physical infrastructure owners. This shift in infrastructure management responsibility has brought new challenges and new revenue models to Cloud providers. One of those challenges is to competent the migrate multiple virtual machines (VMs) within the hosting infrastructure with less service interruptions. In this paper we first present a live-migration efficiency testing, captured on a production-level Linux-based virtualization platform, that motivates the need for a better Multi-Virtual machine migration strategy. We then propose a device whose goal is to optimize the bit rate allocation for the live-migration of multiple Virtual Machines and minimize the total migration time, defined as a trade-
off cost function between resource utilization time and user-perceived downtime. By solving our model we gained quantitative and qualitative insights on the design of more efficient solutions for multi-Virtual Machines live migrations. We found that merely few transferring rounds of information memory pages are enough to significantly lower the total migration time. We also signals that under realistic settings, the proposed method converges faster to an optimal bit rate assignment making our approach a viable solution for improving present live-migration implementations.
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1 Introduction:

Cloud computing is completely differs the way users approach to information technology (IT) services, both for leisure and business and purposes. The highly distributed features such as utility paradigm allows for cheap, fast, easy, on-demand, present, and transparent access to shared or personal data and computing services. Cloud computing enables users to store information, run suite, develop software tools, and customize entire virtual IT structure without worrying about the cost of the required hardware resources[1]. On the other hand, Cloud providers can take advantage of massive sharing of their data center infrastructure and provide “pay-per-use” IT services at fierce prices. This standard cycle offer and demand has caused the public Cloud computing market to increase in the last few years, with predict of continuing revenue growth. Resource virtualization is one of the key application for an efficient deployment of Cloud services. Decoupling service case from the underlying storage, processing and communication hardware allows to flexibly deploy any application on any server within any data center, independently of the specific platform and operating system being used. In particular, the use of virtual machines (VMs) to implement client service is now a well established practice.

A Virtual Machine can be duplicated, instantiated, migrated, rolled back to a previous state without expensive hardware interventions, enabling rigid workload management operation such as
multi-tenant isolation and server consolidation. This is particularly useful in a distributed cloud system, where Virtual Machine can be easily moved to a distant location as long as hypervisor compatibility is guaranteed. Live migration is an important feature that allows to move VMs from one host to another, with minimal disruption to clients availability[2]. Most of the services hosted today within a Virtual Machine are based on multi layer applications. Typical examples include business logic, front-end and back-end tiers of e-commerce services, or MapReduce computing environments. The deployment of multiple correlated Virtual Machines is also envisioned by the emerging Network devices. Function Virtualization models, which is radically changing the way network operators plan to build and develop future network infrastructures, adopting a Cloud-oriented system approach. In general, a Client should be considered as a tenant running multiple VMs, that could be either loosely or strictly correlated, and exchange significant amount of signals among each other. Therefore, moving a given tenants workload often means migrating a group of Virtual Machines, as well as the networks used to interconnect them, to guarantee that the network between the Virtual Machines is best-effort, but has a dedicated channel with reserved bandwidth. Such scenario opens a number of challenges related to multiple VMs live migration, especially when considering transfers across various multiple Clouds, e.g., due to Cloud bursting, where communication resources play a important role. For example, in high-efficiency computing or delay-sensitive applications such as augmented reality, online gaming, video streaming or high-frequency trading, using a sub-optimal bit rate on the management channel needed for VM migrations may lead to Service Level Agreement (SLA) violations, less result in the experience or financial losses. How many Virtual Machines have be migrated? How much bandwidth it is required for each VM transfer and why? What is the amount of efficiency degradation, resource consumption and service interruption that a migration can cause? These are only few of the challenges that may arise in managing a scalable and elastic for the Cloud service. With some existing products do offer a range of solutions for joint management of multiple VMs running multi-tier platforms, they do not allow simultaneous VM live migration and best fit for our knowledge, there are no readily available product solutions that enable the strategy optimized
allocation of migration bandwidth.

2 RELATED WORK

Although the idea of virtualized computing dates back to more than 30 years ago, the widespread use of Virtual Machines to transfer the broad commodity operating systems on top of conventional hardware has become a reality with last few decade. The highly flexible workload management enabled by server virtualization allows to duplicate, instantiate and migrate Virtual Machines without expensive hardware interventions\cite{3}. Since the original idea of performing live-migration to transfer Virtual Machines with minimal interruption with several implementations and various research efforts have been carried out on the topic. Only a few solutions, however, deal with the issue of transferring multiple Virtual Machines. To the best of our knowledge, first migration service specifically optimized for the cloud transfer of groups of correlated Virtual Machine executing many applications. The migration focus on huge VM disk images by taking advantage of the similarities typically shown within Virtual Machines in the same “flock”, which can reach ratios as high as 90%. With the help of a high throughput distributed, de-duplication algorithm, it limits the volume of data migration over the network thus reducing the migration time. In addition, it adopts prioritized data transfers and early Virtual Machine boot techniques to accelerate application start-up at the destination host. However, differently from our work, this approach is intended mainly for non-live Virtualization migrations and, in the best case, it requires to pause the Virtual Machine execution for as long as needed to migrate the whole memory snap-shot along with the disk image. Furthermore, the best fit- optimal allocation of inter-Cloud link bandwidth will not be considered. Ye et al. performed an extensive experimental evaluation of multiple Virtual Machines live-migration, investigating the role of different resource techniques and migration procedure. In particular, the authors show that identification allocation of CPU and various memory resources on both source as well as destination hosts that improves the migration efficiency and avoiding bugs especially if parallel and workload-aware migration strategies are adopted. Kikuchi et al. investigate the
performance of concurrent live-migrations in both dispersion and consolidation experiments and then propose and verify a queuing model. Differently from our request that considers an optimal bit rate allocation the cited solutions do not consider the relevant and do not provide a formal definition of optimal band-width allocation. Other implementation-based studies have been carried out under different pursuing and assumptions different objectives to evaluate simultaneous live-migration of VMs. Some of them apply dispense memory page de-duplication strategies to VMs that are co-located in the same rack or host while others aim at understanding the implications of live-migrating virtual groups or clusters of VMs together as well as the virtual network interconnecting them[4]. Although the cited work offer important insights on implementation aspects of the state-of-the-art techniques for simultaneous VM migrations, they do not provide a bandwidth optimization framework targeted to this purpose. Among the existing approaches to plan multiple Virtual Machine migrations within a data center, the heuristic algorithm proposed by Sarker et al. is aimed at minimizing the total downtime and migration time while taking into account computing, mutual bandwidth and memory requirements of the Virtual Machines.

3 VIRTUAL MACHINE LIVE MIGRATION: BACKGROUND AND CHALLENGES

The migration of VMs from one hosting server to another while they are still running is called live-migration, is a feature of high interest to Cloud managers. In fact, the VM does not need to be shut down at the source or restarted at the destination, allowing the maintenance of both the kernel states, and the states of all processes running within the Virtual Machine. The migration procedure should have less impact on the availability of the services provided by the Virtual Machine given that the whole VM environment is maintained regular across the transfer. In particular, the consistency of the following three important states must be guaranteed:
1. Network: the network states are to be maintained, in order to avoid delivering the ongoing TCP connections and process the current services;

2. Storage: once migrated, the VM has to perform its file system with that used at the source host;

3. Memory: all changes made by the guest operating system to the Virtual Machines system memory during the migration process must be detected and copied at the destination host.

Fig1. Pre-copy live migration timings

Fig1. Explain about the pre-copy live migration timing where the network state regular methods are easily satisfied in a local Cloud environment, i.e., when the VM is connected to a bridge to the same physical LAN at both source and destination hosts. In this case, the VM can keep the same IP address and, when its execution is interruption at the destination, a ARP packet is sufficient to provide all switches and neighbors aware of the new Virtual Machine location. More complex is the case of a VM migration to a remote data center are connected within a different network/domain: in principle, the same IP address cannot be used again and all ongoing connections are dropped [5]. However, recent IP mobility solutions can be applied to control this issue such as those based on naming the application and not the interact, or those based on the so-called identifier including the Host Identity Protocol (HIP), the Identifier-Locator Network Protocol (ILNP), and the Locator/ID Separation Protocol (LISP). All these solutions can be applied within the VM mobility problem. Another possibility is to extend the Virtual Machines Local Area Network segment over multiple Cloud locations by taking advantage of the Virtual Private LAN Service (VPLS) technology provided by the MPLS protocol. Another prominent
approach is to adopt the programmable network reconfiguration ability offered by Software Defined Networking, which allows migrating entire virtual networks from one data center to another, or change rerouting external traffic after a VM has been migrated. The remaining size of dirty memory is small enough to be transmitted in less than a target interval, or the hypervisor concludes that the memory migration process is not connect, e.g., because the page dirtying rate appears to be more than the transfer rate. At this point, the copy and stop phase starts: the VM is effect at the source host and the remaining dirty pages are copied to the destination. Finally, during the restart phase the VM is brought back on-line at the destination host with consistent storage, memory and network states.

4 CHARACTERIZING LIVE-MIGRATION IN LINUX QEMU-KVM ENVIRONMENTS

In order to define expected live migration model, we analyze in details how such task is evaluated in the Linux QEMU-KVM hypervisor. We also carry out an experimental characterization of the live-migration plan, to assess the role of the main system parameters, i.e., available memory dirtying rate, bit rate and maximum allowed down-time[6]. The VM live-migration procedure in a libvirt-managed QEMU-KVM environment can be brief in the following steps:

1. The maximum transfer rate are allowed downtime parameters, if specified are move to the QEMU-KVM hypervisor, and the migration timeout counter is started by libvirt.

2. A secure channel has been established between source and destination hosts.

3. If needed, the image disk replication begins, while dirty blocks are being tracked.

4. A paused case of the VM to be migrated is created at the destination.
5. Memory pages and/or disk blocks are continuously sent over the fixed channel until the maximum transfer rate is reached. The repeatedly memory push phase begins, while dirty pages are being monitored.

6. The size of the remaining blocks is used to estimate their total transfer time at the maximum possible channel bit rate, i.e., not considering the arrange rate limitation.

7. The estimated remaining transfer time will be larger than the maximum allowed downtime and the migration timeout has not cease.

Fig.2 Experimental setup used for single Virtual machine live migration in libvirt environment

Fig3. Measured transfer rate of migration traffic and UDP data flow generated by the virtual machine

Fig3. explain about measured transfer rate of migration traffic and UDP data flow generated by the virtual machine for the two value of the bit rate available for migration and different virtual machine execution states. The full bandwidth is used in the stop and copy phase only with corresponding UDP flow interruption. Maximum transfer rate violations due to increased dirtying rate bandwidth available on the migration channel forced by the hypervisor to use stop and copy phase prolonging the total migration time about 30s.
5 PERFORMANCE EVALUATION:

In this section we have the various results obtained from our simulation confined. By solving our geometric program across a wide range of parameter field, we are able to answer measuring design questions such as live-migration should always be used when moving multiple Virtual Machines and quantitative questions such as few dirty page transferring rounds are often enough to lesser the total migration time\cite{7}. Summarizing the details in three main tasks, we found that, under the simulation settings to minimize the total migration time: (1) the downtime should be as less as possible, (2) we should always have at least one moving round, but (3) prolonging the pre-copy time too much does not help upgrade the total migration time.

5.1 Simulation Environment:

To validate our system model to gain insights on the performance of multi-Virtual Machine in live-migration to conduct a simulation campaign using the geometric program solver. It uses the dual interior point method to solve the various version of the original geometric program. All our code is available in various parameter space but we present only a significant representative subset that brief our take-home messages. Even though it support optimization problems with larger inputs when properly configured our performance evaluation results are limited to a small set of Virtual Machine migrations\cite{8}. Scalability is not a better concern in our settings since the majority of Cloud applications for enterprises need to performs migrate only small sets of Virtual Machines. With the intent of keeping a general approach, we evaluate different distributions on the Virtual Machine memory size, which is a critical parameter in live migrations: (i) a uniform distribution to be considered for complete randomness; (ii) a gaussian distribution to take into account unique from a large number of samples around a mean value (iii) a bimodal distribution to be consider for two kinds of Virtual Machines, small vs. large, a common case in Cloud computing. In some cases, we assumed a constant Virtual Migration memory size.
Fig. 4 The downtime significantly decreases when increasing the number of rounds for impact of downtime only for multiple

5.2 Simulation Results

(1) The downtime can be smaller up to two order of magnitudes while maximum the number of transferring rounds. The impact of the downtime, when migrating repeatedly 3 VMs. The maximum rate was set to 1 Gbps, and the values of minimum live migration time are obtained by solving geometric Problem when $C_{pre} = 0$ and $C_{down} = 1$. The size of the Virtual Machines is chosen from a distribution with mean and standard deviation value we plot the same data with logarithmic scale, to verify that the downtime may diminish of two orders of magnitude, as we increase the number of rounds[9]. We have generated the VM sizes sampling from a bimodal distribution where 20% of the time the VM has size 10 times bigger than what expressed in the legend, and same data is expressed with semi-logarithmic scale[10]. In Figure 4, we have instead generated the VM sizes sampling from a uniform distribution with average reported in the legend, and standard deviation of 300 MB.

(2) The total migration time improvement decline as we improve the number of transferring rounds. This diminishing effect has a outcome of the diminishing duration of each subsequent transferring round[11]. This result gives insights on the features for allocating enough bandwidth, to guarantee a given quality of service to Virtual Machines running memory-rigious applications or with high dirtying rate. The values of minimum migration time were obtained solving geometric problem when $C_{pre} = 1$ and $C_{down} = 0$. In the impact of the pre-copy time only is computed for Virtual Machines at a maximum available rate of 0.5 Gbps[12]. The size
of the VMs is chosen from a gaussian distribution with mean and standard deviation 300 MB. We show that another evaluation with identical parameter set except with that we double the maximum available rate R the available capacity grows, the gain threshold point is reached maximum[13]. This result are await and it is a good sanity check of our simulator show a similar experiment of Virtual Machines of constant memory size as expressed in the leg-end and it introduce randomness by changing the number of dirty pages per second[14]. The various sample of the dirty rate D from a gaussian distribution with average and a standard deviation of 300 pps[15]. Each page is assumed to have various Linux standard size of 4096 Bytes. It has show the effect of doubling the number of VMs to be migrated[16].

Fig 5. Optimization gain for geometric program for Non-Optimal, Fixed Migration Allocation

Fig5 explain about the geometric program for non-optimal, fixed migration allocation the optimization gain as we increase the number of transferring rounds to migrate three Virtual Machines with various different size[17]. In this situation it compute the total migration time difference with a fixed bit rate and non-optimal allocation equal to R=3, where R = 1 Gbps[18]. The optimization gain is increased for a few number of rounds, confirming for various the existing results[19]. The main reason is that, when the number of transfer becomes too large both the fixed and optimal bandwidth allocation reach a saturation point[20][21].

6 CONCLUSION

In this paper it mainly deals with the live-migration of multiple virtual machines problem that are networked in Cloud service management. Firstly it described the live-migration process and its features with some experimental results that help identifying the
key parameters of the live-migration evaluation. We have used various insights to build a geometric programming and live migration model formulation that when solved returns the minimum total migration time by favorably allocating the bit rates across the multiple Virtual Machines to be migrated. Our optimization problem aims at simultaneously limiting both the service interruption and the time of Virtual Machine pre-copy along with a proper control of the repetitive memory copying algorithm used in live migration. By solving the geometric program across a wide range of parameter settings, we are able to answer qualitative design questions such as live-migration should always be used while transferring various multiple Virtual Machines to quantitative questions such as few dirty page transferring rounds are often enough to minimize the total migration time. In realistic settings, the proposed geometric program converges sharply to an optimal bit rate assignment making it a usable and viable solution for improving the current live-migration implementations. As an interesting question it leaves the various design and implementation based on widely used open-source virtualization environments such as an experimental testbed supporting concurrent live-migration with optimized bit rate allocation in the various phases. Another interesting question is the investigation of the migration of larger pools of Virtual Machines or even entire networks for various different migration request and time-scales.
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